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Across

1 On the floor to indicate when it goes off the side

3 Both the country and the countries, you might say, have played for us

8 Only just two years old, but the beginnings of being true saints

9 The finish is the beginning and number one  is last for this prolific striker who failed at The Valley

11 With our head in the clouds, maybe, we never win, it seems, on this

12 A dirty road?

13 Sounds like Crawford but played for Millwall

14 Where we come from - a League Two hall

16 It's not working but we score

19 1990s loanee that had the answer either way

20 Former Lion that had a shot on

22 Player whose brand of football meant red cards, I'll grant you

24 Wistful, perhaps, but Ricky Villa's was a classic goal of this type

26 Alright with Anelka beginning to give you a defender. It's convincing.

27 The salary goalscorers hit after deductions

29 One of these has appeared in every decade since the 80s but we're still in dire trouble

30 Sounds like it's Andy or a red card but he got the winner at Palace.

Down

1 Loan striker for under two pints

2 In no trouble with this striker

4 A bit more than a lover for this left wing Lifer

5 Headless striker results in something after the game, perhaps

6 Andy put it another way - but you might be guessing

7 Wore one and made a mark

9 90 minutes up at this covered one

10 One of five, one of three pros and one of two for us

12 Stand in Ikea starkers

14 Team of superstars that are not imaginary

15 An expression of good wishes but not what we want for one of ours

16 Old eagle therefore takes old boss to a party

17 Kept in the garden?

18 Gold, frankincense and myrrh? Just one of those was for us.

22 Where Bradley was better than Sean no doubt

23 Worn by players, but made by disapproving fans to the first team

25 Brian was ordinary at first

28 Former player who was Secretary of the FA


